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this was probably the hardest ive ever played. its not
too hard, i dont agree with people saying it is
impossible. it gives you a challenge that u never got
before. this means more in time and effort for you. if u
think that it's easy, go ahead and give it a try, i'd give
100% that u'll hate it. i want more ppl to come and
have fun. no more aimbot ppl. no more don't complain
if you suck, just post and give it a shot. aftrall, if you
want to play with no lag, i'll give u my account, plz pm
me. this is the last one before i give it to u. thanks
ahead if u decide to give it a try. and have fun!
another addition is the pokemon that are at the very
beginning of the game, and they are only accessible if
you scan a qr code and play the game for a specified
amount of time. once you scan the qr code, the
pokemon egg is hatched, and you can take it home.
the pokemon egg can hold five different pokemon at a
time, and they can be traded for the pokemon you
want. you must also avoid pokemon that are sleeping.
if you are a newcomer to the pokemon universe, the
game offers pokemon 101, a tutorial that will teach
you the basics of how to play. this tutorial will tell you
what you need to know to make your way through
kanto as quickly as possible. the story mode is the
main single player mode in the game, and it serves as
the tutorial in the game. when you begin the story
mode, you are attacked by team rocket and team
magma. you are then taken to a kanto battle dome
where you can challenge another trainer. you can also
battle trainers at any of the gyms around the region to
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find hidden items or to go up in the trainer league.
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